1st OPEN HOUSE EDITION:
GREAT SUCCESS FOR VERNET BEHRINGER

Almost 100 participants representing more than 20 different countries, 5 machines dedicated to demonstrations, 2 of
them were new developments, 2 signed contracts and a large number of projects for the upcoming months. This
eagerly awaited event, the first of its kind for Vernet Behringer, was a real success.
The first edition of the “TOWER-Days” (4 – 5 March 2015) organized by Vernet Behringer for the lattice tower fabricators
attracted around a hundred decision makers of this sector. Technical solutions tailored to their specific requirements such
as increased productivity and competitiveness, were placed at the core of these days. The agenda was very challenging with
demonstrations of fast and innovative machines along with technical presentations given by our experts that were willing to
answer any question, also conferences targeted on key issues such as software and after sales service and a guided tour of
the factory.
It was the perfect opportunity for the attendees to discover and re-discover Vernet Behringer. Some customers took
advantage of this Open House to renew their trust. Two companies signed a contract with Vernet Behringer for VP-2X high
speed drilling, scribing and heel milling angle machine and the lightning-fast VP-X 94 punching and shearing angle line.
Others have already a large number of projects for the upcoming months.
Our guests could not only get familiar with our latest innovations but also enjoy the Burgundy’s jewels. They visited the
emblematic “Château de Clos du Vougeot”, located right at the heart of the road of the “Grands Crus” as well as “Les
Hospices de Beaune” famous for their beautiful and multicolored tiled roofs, or they took a guided tour through the
historical center of Dijon, capital of the Dukes of Burgundy. To conclude on a perfect note, they could enjoy our finest local
wines and gastronomy.
The success of the T-Days and the positive feedback of our customers (see below some of them) have encouraged us to
continue with this type of events. We are already looking forward to renewing this experience and we hope all our guests will
be among us once again.
“I was extremely pleased and glimpsed with the technology used in the equipment’s of the Vernet-Behringer during T-Days. I realized that the Vernet
cares about the satisfaction of its customers and suppliers, working with the latest technology and its technicians and engineers have training and
professional competence. I know the others manufacturers, but the robustness, applied technology, simplicity in use of software and practicality in
finding spare parts at the market is a great advantage for the equipment’s of the Vernet-Behringer.”
“Thank you for such an interesting and valuable couple of days in Dijon. It was really nice to meet so many people from your team who are all clearly
very passionate about Vernet Behringer. This was so evident to see right throughout the company from both the operators demonstrating the
machines to all the managers that were present. Anyone who attended the event had to be totally inspired by steel processing and full of confidence
in the machines you exhibited”

